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This document is intended for WorkTrack Service Management users as an instructional guide on how to
dispatch work orders one at a time to Service Techs.

Who should use One-at-a-time-dispatch?
Companies using mobile devices for their service techs for work order processing and prefer that techs
only see one or a couple of work orders at a time on the phone.
An approach like this serves three main purposes:
1. It enables dispatchers to schedule up full days for techs in the field, and makes it easy for them
to make changes as the day progresses without the tech knowing what is going on behind the
scenes.
2. It makes the mobile application a little easier for the tech to work with since they are only
looking at a small number of work orders on the handset at any given time.
3. It precludes the tech from “cherry picking” or stalling on “good” jobs to avoid getting to less
desirable jobs later in the day since they are simply not aware of what else may be coming down
the pike.
In the office this work flow pertains to the people who are actually taking calls and dispatching them to
techs. These titles for these people vary by company size and structure but commonly include Customer
Service Representative, Office Manager, Dispatcher, Maintenance Coordinator and Service Manager.
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Procedure for One-at-a-time-dispatch
The process for one-at-a-time-dispatch is similar to the commonly demonstrated auto-dispatch method.
Naming is not important here, so if these are not familiar you can ignore the names.
This section will show the process in diagram form for reference and follow with a step by step
procedure a user can follow to get familiar with the workflow.

Description
The diagram below shows the concept of the flow from inbound call (or any work order creation)
through the dispatch of the work order to the tech.

Figure 1. Flow Diagram for One-at-a-time-dispatch

The first four steps are covered in the Create New Work Order Wizard. The only change from the
standard flow there is that the user creating the work order should not assign the work order at this
time, even if they know who will do it.
The fastest and most reliable way to put the work order on-hold is to click the work order link in the
feedback displayed at the top of the page immediately following work order creation. This will display
the work order details where the set status button is available.
Once the work order is on-hold it will not appear on the mobile device and no alerts will be generated
for the tech when the work order is reassigned or rescheduled. It will appear in yellow on the dispatch
board (unless it is late or an emergency, which both show red) until you re-open it.
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Scheduling can be done in all the same places in the application as it is now done for the on-hold work
order. All on-hold work orders will appear in the on-hold view on the work orders tab. Any on hold
work order that has an appointment time or ETA will also appear on the dispatch board.
Re-opening the work order will bring it back into the workflow so that is can be processed on the phone.

Step by Step Instructions
Find/Create Customer
1. Click the Create New Work Order Button

2. Search for and select a customer or create a new one as appropriate

3. Select site and complete other fields as you normally would.
4. Click Next
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Enter Problem/Task
1. Pick a category and service from the list

2. Enter a description of the customer instructions for the tech (they will see this on the mobile
device)

3. Click Next

Set Promise Time (Optional)
Note: It is important that you leave the work order Unassigned at this time.
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1. Set date and time interval for the promise time and make any other changes necessary (priority,
estimated duration).

2. Click Next

Finish Work Order Creation
Review the details of the work order you just created and click Finish

On Finish you will see feedback on the top of the screen telling you that the work order has been
created.
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Put Work Order On-Hold
A work order can be put on-hold from any place where you change status. In this model, the quickest
way to access the work order to change the status is by clicking through on the feedback immediately
following the work order creation as shown above. This is the best way to do it, because you will always
be able to find the work order that you just created (regardless of where you were when you hit the
Create New Work Order button) and it will be easiest to remember.
The steps are as follows:
1. Navigate to the work order from the feedback

2. On the work order details screen click the Status button and select On-Hold

3. On the On-Hold dialog choose the reason (waiting for dispatch) and click OK

Any comment entered here will flow through to the notes log for this work order.
Note: You can get to the On Hold work orders by navigating to On Hold view in the work order list.

Schedule and Assign the Work Order
You can schedule and assign the work order in whatever way you are most comfortable. The preferred
method is to use the Edit Assignment page accessible by clicking through on a work order from the
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dispatch board, clicking the edit link on the assignment panel on the work order details or select Edit
Assignment item from the pop-up menu available from any work order icon.

Since the work order is on-hold it is not yet visible in the field on the mobile device. You can set up and
change schedules as you see fit without the tech ever being aware of the changes.

Dispatch the Work Order
To dispatch the work order simply re-open it. You can re-open the work order from the status button on
the work order details page or from the pop up menu next to any work order icon. When you choose
re-open you will be offered the opportunity to put in a comment which will flow through to the work
order note log.
1. Choose Re-Open
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2. Click OK on the Dialog Box

The work order will now be sent to the phone of the assigned tech.

Other Tips
Bulk Dispatch
You can dispatch multiple work orders at once by selecting them from the On-Hold list and choosing
ReOpen from the Set Status Menu.

List Filtering
When using a one-at-a-time-dispatch process you may want to filter the pending list so that it does not
include On-Hold work orders. This will, in effect, make this the list of work orders that have been
dispatched to the field for easy tracking.
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Questions?
Corrigo support can be reached from 5 AM to 5 PM Pacific time Monday through Friday toll free at

1-877-701-8326.
You can also contact your sales consultant directly for further assistance.
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